
Empowering the Ownership Economy



Our mission is to accelerate the ownership economy by building the on-ramp for 
individuals to own, manage and monetize their largest digital commodity - Data.

THE MISSION



Lack of Value Capture

With limited abilities for users to 
monetize their data, people are left 
with no financial return from the 
world’s largest digital commodity.

Lack of Access into the New Era

As the Digital Era emerges, people 
lack access to digital ownership.

THE CHALLENGE

Big Data has become the “new oil”, with 
revenues exceeding $1 Trillion annually. 



Pave the way into the Digital Era with 
Big Data as the ticket!

How?

A multi-faceted approach, combining 
hardware, traditional software, blockchain 
technology and a tokenized ecosystem.

THE SOLUTION

Create

Cirus Oracle Device

Own

Cirus Core Platform

Earn

Cirus Confluence 
Network



With over 2.5 years of engineering, CIRUS was 
born. A first of its kind hardware device 
designed to unlock data ownership, connect 
to the cryptoverse and create value.

MEET CIRUS

Highlights

1. Browsing, iOT and application data streams
2. Assembles richest first party, correlated and purchasing 

data
3. Confirms data storage & transactions on-chain
4. Connectivity to data monetization platforms 
5. Internet router & solid state storage
6. Temperature & mood sensors

47 Patents Processing



VALUE GENERATION LAYERS

Tap into new markets and share your 
dNFT that represents your 
compounding data

Real value generated from unlocking 
your data

Validate & secure the blockchain 
infrastructure

Data NFT Layer

Data Layer

Network Layer 



CIRUS TOKEN

Up to 25 CIRUS tokens are automatically 
sourced to activate and validate each 
device

All value remitted to users will be in 
CIRUS

Authentication

Remittance

CIRUS Device

All value generation layers will have 
an export function to CIRUS

Bridge

* For illustration purposes only



CIRUS NETWORK

The Gateway to the Digital Economy

The CIRUS Network unlocks your 
unique data asset and enables 
real value generation through 
user generated events, lead 
capture, ad revenue, network 
support and much more!

Dynamic Layer

Data Layer

Node Layer 

* For illustration purposes only



THE BUSINESS MODEL

CIRUS devices will be deployed initially 
to fulfill internet router replacements 
with major ISP contracts worldwide.

Each household will earn up to 50% of 
Ad-revenue dollars generated from 
their data and paid out via the CIRUS 
wallet.

1 CIRUS device = ~4 Crypto Wallets



GO TO MARKET STRATEGY

2018 - Present
Region: India
Status: Active
Deployed: 4000+
Addressable: 53 MM

Active

Engaged

In Range

Direct to Consumer

EDIT

2021
Region: Philippines
Status: Engaged
Addressable: 14.2 MM

2022
Region: Brazil
Status: In Range
Addressable: 45.3 MM

2023
Region: Thailand
Status: In Range
Addressable: 11.6 MM

* For illustration purposes only



PRODUCT ROLLOUT 2021-2022

CIRUS Platform
App Interface + DeFi Connections 

Available to anyone with internet access

CIRUS Router v1
ISP Contract 

Rollouts

CIRUS Router v2
Retail Device

* For illustration purposes only



USER EXPERIENCE - CIRUS PLATFORM

Download App Connect To 
Data Network Earn $CIRUS



USER EXPERIENCE - CIRUS DEVICE

CIRUS Unbox Download App Connect To 
Data Network Earn $CIRUS



Real use case, with over 4000 
CIRUS devices deployed to 

date.

CORE ADVANTAGES

First of its kind, hybrid device 
& data platform solution

Direct integration of Token 
into business fundamentals.



TEAM

DANIEL
BLAND

SAMARTHA
NAGABHUSHANAM

MICHAEL
LUCKHOO

Founder Founder Founder & MD

Co-Founder, Cubera 
Technologies

Seasoned entrepreneur in 
the Technology Industry

Founding MD, Kyocera
Co-Founder, Cubera 

Technologies
Veteran in wireless & data 

analytics

Pioneered the field of 
branded stable coins and 
his main focus has been 
driving mass adoption of 
blockchain technology 

since 2017.



TEAM

ALEX
MAN

DAREN
TUNG 

SVP Global Partnerships Head of Operations

VAMSI
SANKARAYOGI

Chief Technology Officer

Former VP of Global 
Technology, Zeta Global

Veteran in AdTech, 
FinTech & data analytics

Partner at JUN Capital, 
Advisor to Swissborg,
Partner at ChainRock

Prolific early blockchain 
Venture Capitalist

Co-Founder & Head of 
Operations at ePIC 

Blockchain Technologies,
Former Project Manager 

at IBM
Experienced in Hardware 
& Software development



BEN
TRAN

DAVID
BROWN

SVP Global Business 
Development

Head of Research & 
Community

Founder at Metalyfe
Entrepreneur helping 
build emerging tech

Experienced professional 
with a background in 

sales, client relationships 
and logistics in high-end 

customer centric 
industries.

TEAM

MIKE 
MICLEA

Head of Marketing & 
Communications

Experienced sales and 
marketing professional in 

the technology and 
entertainment industry



ROADMAP

2021 CIRUS DEVICE 
4000 prototypes 

deployed

CIRUS PLATFORM 
Software Interface & 

Backend Integrations

CIRUS NETWORK
Developed Network 

Design
2018 CIRUS DEVICE 

R&D



ROADMAP

RETAIL CIRUS DEVICE
D2C Availability

DATA MONETIZATION
Activation of Cirus Core 

CIRUS DEVICE
ISP Contract Rollouts

CIRUS DATA 

PLATFORM 



Blockchain at its core was designed to enable financial freedoms for people, but 
without accessibility this does not occur. CIRUS enables this gateway right inside 

people’s homes, enabling a true ownership economy.

CREATING CHANGE

Power To The Owner



B U I L D   T H E   F U T U R E 



Certain information set forth in our website and other documents may contain “forward looking information”, including “future oriented financial information” and “financial 
outlook”, under any applicable laws and regulations (collectively referred to herein as forward-looking statements). Except for statements of historical fact, information 
contained herein constitutes forward-looking statements and includes, but is not limited to, the (i) projected financial performance of CIRUS; (ii) completion of, and the use of 
proceeds from, the sale of CIRUS being offered during a utility token sale; (iii) the expected development of the business, projects and joint ventures; (iv) execution of Cirus 
Foundation’s vision and growth strategy, including with respect to future M&A activity and global growth; (v) sources and availability of third-party financing for Cirus 
Foundation’s projects; (vi) completion of CIRUS projects that are currently underway, in development or otherwise under consideration; (vii) renewal of Cirus Foundation’s 
current customer, supplier and other material agreements; and (viii) future liquidity, working capital, and capital requirements. Forward-looking statements are provided to allow 
potential purchasers the opportunity to understand management’s beliefs and opinions in respect of the future so that they may use such beliefs and opinions as one factor in 
evaluating their participation.

These statements are not guarantees of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and 
unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any projections of future performance or 
result expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. For further explanation of the risk involved in the CIRUS community please consult the documents as issued 
by Cirus Foundation. Although forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon what management of Cirus Foundation believes are reasonable 
assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those 
anticipated in such statements. Cirus Foundation undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions 
should change except as required by applicable securities laws. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.


